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ndustrial, office, multifamily—nearly all
sectors of the Kansas City commercial real
estate market continued to soar last year.
Will the industry remain strong in 2017?
How will President Donald Trump and newly
elected federal and state legislators affect
taxes and incentives for developers and
investors? Recently, the Kansas City Business
Journal gathered several commercial real
estate experts to address these questions and
provide insights into the local commercial
real estate market. Derek Ramsay of the
Kansas City Regional Association of Realtors
(KCRAR) moderated the discussion about
important trends for business owners.
Derek Ramsay of the KCRAR: Troy, give
us the outlook for commercial real estate
in Kansas City.
Troy Nash of Newmark Grubb
Zimmer: I think that is the milliondollar question right now. Uncertainty
is just the order of the day. No one
knows how federal and state policies will
affect real estate. As a result, there’s an
enormous amount of anxiety right now,
at least with the folks who I speak to on
a day-to-day basis.
Ty Garver of Academy Bank: I
agree with Troy. As an investment
opportunity, real estate—in the United
States and Kansas City—is still one of
the top investments. So I still look for
it to continue to flourish at least for
2017 and the next couple of years as we
continue to find some of this out.
Ramsay: The multifamily sector is really
strong right now. Is that something you

And then, of course, we conduct market
analysis and feasibility studies.
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see continuing as well?
Garver: Yes, in the short term. There
are plenty of units underway or planned.
Longer term, two years or three years
from now, I think it’ll be very interesting
to watch what’s happening with rental
rates, where the vacancy is at that time.
In 2016, single-family housing finally
hit numbers we had nine and 10 years
ago. Single-family housing increased
fairly significantly in Johnson County
last year, so there will start to be some
competition to the multifamily market at
this point.
Ramsay: Would you say that multifamily
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Ramsay: There seems to be a lack of
diversity among today’s commercial
real estate brokers. Do you see that
changing?
Nash: I would hope that it would
change. You would think that in 2017
we would see more women and people
of color in higher-level positions
throughout the commercial real estate
industry here in the metropolitan area.
But the numbers are just abysmal.
When you think about the top-five
commercial real estate firms, there’s
nobody. I mean it’s just lonely. So I
was glad to have an opportunity to
meet Sarah today and see how she’s
trailblazing in the accounting field.
We need to see more of that. I have a
17-year-old daughter and I want her to
know the Sarah Schiltzes of the world, to
know that it’s possible.
Ramsay: Are you all seeing that as well?
Schiltz: My experience with the
real estate industry is also very male
dominated. I, like Troy, want to see that
change.
Garver: In addition to diversity,
people I’ve spoken to recently have
mentioned a lack of younger people
coming into the real estate market. We
don’t appear to be attracting the top
young talent in this market.
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is still the hottest class of commercial
real estate in Kansas City?
Garver: They’re all pretty hot right
now. Industrial has been very strong.
Single-tenant office building has been
going fairly strong. But currently, the
most money is going into multifamily.
Sarah Schiltz of MarksNelson: I don’t
see many of my clients scaling back on
new projects, whether it’s spec or going
in with the tenant in place. I do see them
scaling back on the multifamily. I have
multiple developers who are actually
going into a lot of senior housing. That
area is definitely underserved in the
Kansas City market, so I expect that to
really pick up in the next couple of years.
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Ramsay: Sarah, what strategies should
developers consider in their predevelopment phase?
Schiltz: I would push three different
things. First, they really need to
make sure that they have a good legal
team and structure their operating
agreement properly. A lot of these deals
get very complicated, so we want to
make sure that developers have a good
understanding of how the operating
agreement affects them, especially when
it comes to tax allocations.
Next, we need to look at financial
modeling between the debt and equity.

Ramsay: What ways do you see your
developer clients trying to minimize
their tax liabilities in this market?
Schiltz: We have a couple of different
things that we stress with our clients.
We suggest looking at cost segregation
studies, which allow our clients to
accelerate their depreciation and lower
their tax exposure in the earlier years.
We work with them on acceleration of
deductions, especially when we’re in
a high tax bracket year like this year
and we’re potentially going to lower
tax brackets. Also, we focus on proper
reporting during construction and in
the post- and pre-construction phases
to make sure we’re capturing the right
amount of expense and not capitalizing
too much or vice versa.
Ramsay: What is the demand for loans?
Garver: Demand for loans is very
strong at this time—as strong as I’ve
seen it since before the recession.
Kansas City is attracting a lot of outside
developers. Personally, that also makes
me a little nervous. We might get things
a little out of equilibrium.
Ramsay: Obviously, interest rates drive a
lot of what we do in real estate. Ty, what
impact would rate increases have?
Garver: The impact of increasing
interest rates is more on a cost basis.
This will affect not only the developer,
but also the subcontractors and the
contractors. We had a fairly significant
increase in cost in the last year and a
half, and to me, this will compound
through those groups and just continue
to drive up the cost of construction,
which ultimately ends up with the
tenant. Most banks, including Academy
Bank, are underwriting to a higher
interest rate as we’re doing pro formas.
To me, the rate increase will be more of
an impact to the construction costs as
that continues over the next few years.
Ramsay: Troy, you see that as a concern
of clients?
Nash: I have the good fortune
of serving on the regional board of
directors for Arvest Bank, a $16 billion
bank. They consistently talk about
dealing with the ramifications of DoddFrank and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau. As I said earlier, the
uncertainty not only affects commercial
real estate but also finance, which is the
other side of the coin, because if you
ain’t got no money, you ain’t building
nothing. At this point, it’s still a waitand-see approach.
Tax policy is going to drive a lot of
this decision-making. I also served on
the Missouri Housing Development
Commission. That’s the state’s $1.7
billion housing-finance agency, which is
really the driver of low-income housing
tax credit in the state of Missouri for
senior and affordable housing. Will
the federal and state governments cut
back the use of these credits? Again,
it’s a wait-and-see approach. After the
new administration is sworn in, people
are going to be eager to see how these
broad-based federal policies affect state
and local policies.
Ramsay: Sarah, are you seeing the same
thing with some of your clients?
Schiltz: In the accounting industry,
it’s going to be “exciting” during the
next couple of years. We can definitely
expect some changes since Trump and
the GOP align on a lot of issues. A couple
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of them could really impact developers.
First, we can expect the net
investment income tax to potentially
change. That would impact a lot of the
passive investors, and in a lot of these
deals, it would lower their taxes. Maybe
perhaps they would be willing to invest
more or spend more on development.
Second, both Trump and the GOP
would like to tax carried interest at
ordinary rates and that could have a
huge impact if deals aren’t structured
appropriately and planning doesn’t take
that into consideration. That could be a
huge tax liability to certain partners.
Third, we can expect rates to probably
go down, which would hopefully spur
investments. We can probably expect
to see a lot of changes on the Kansas
side this year. I think that everyone’s in
agreement that some changes are going
to have to be made. Unfortunately, those
changes are not necessarily going to
help developers. They could potentially
disincentivize developers on the Kansas
side.
Ramsay: Given the myriad of finances
and smart investments, how can
developers capitalize revenue once a
building is leased?
Schiltz: We really want to encourage
structuring proper lease terms. Those
that are too aggressive or too lengthy
would deter tenants who may not be as
sophisticated. But those that are too lax
or too short may come back to bite the
tenant or the landlord in the future.
Also, we really want to make sure

that the chargebacks are being calculated
appropriately each year, especially
if they don’t have a good internal
accounting staff who knows how to
calculate those. They could either be
charging too much or too little, which
could really impact the landlord. You
would hate to get sued or have to have
mediation in order to solve that. That
could be a huge additional expense.
Ramsay: How do globalization and
technology affect commercial real
estate, Troy?
Nash: At its core, economic
development is really about deal making.
It’s bringing entrepreneurs to the table
so they have an opportunity to express
their God-given talents and matching
up capital. The world is changing and
to ignore the effects of globalization,
to ignore the advances in technology,
to ignore immigration trends and
how they affect entrepreneurship and
innovation is to not really understand
how to practice commercial real estate
and economic development in today’s
modern economy.
So I think those changes are huge
and again, because we’re having this
discussion at this particular time, we
don’t know the answers to a lot of the
questions. I think American financial,
tax, social and military policies are going
to affect what we’re able to do here in
this country during the course of the
next three to four years.
Ramsay: Do you see that impact in

Don’t Change
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banking as well?
Garver: I see it across all levels, not
just banking and accounting. Technology
alone is changing the types of buildings
and the type of work-office space we’re
constructing. The technology side is
really driving changes throughout the
industry, from the design to the square
footage.
Ramsay: From the Kansas City
market standpoint, would you say
that technology, the growth of online
shopping and shipping, has had an
impact on our local and industrial
market?
Garver: Yes. We’re seeing it here.
One of Amazon’s facilities just set a
record sales price. You see it in all of
the industrial sites. We have new office
space, spec and office-multitenant
coming in for the first time. A lot of the
new single-tenant office spaces that
have been created are set up with the
new open floor plan for the millennial
workforce.
Ramsay: The growth in the industrial
sector seems to be driven by
globalization and technology, as we’ve
seen an increase in spec industrial in
the Kansas City market.
Garver: Spec industrial is common.
To me, it even goes into the amenities
in not only the office sector but also in
the multifamily sector. Google Fiber
has changed and benefited Kansas City.
Technology has driven a lot of changes
throughout all the sectors.

Schiltz: I think we can expect to see
a lot more of the big warehouses, the
Amazons of the world, especially with
the logistics center in Edgerton as well
as development by the airport. One of
the big difficulties that these companies
are having right now is finding people
to work at these places because some
facilities are so far from where people
live. It’s hard to get people to travel
30 minutes for what’s pretty close to a
minimum-wage job. There’s no public
transportation. Our infrastructure needs
to come a long way to be able to support
our expanding metro area.
Ramsay: A big driver of commercial
development in Kansas City has been
our tax incentive program. The city
council recently capped the amount
to 75 percent. Some of the taxing
jurisdictions that are affected are
starting to push back on that a little bit.
How do you see that perceived? Is the
reining in of some of the tax policies in
Kansas City affecting those out-of-town
investments?
Garver: Yes, but not only for the
out-of-town investors. It’ll also affect
our local developers who are probably
better at knowing how to use those tax
incentives. As a city council member, I
understand both sides of this issue. A lot
of these projects need tax incentives to
be cost-effective.
It will be quite interesting to see what
the cap does to development. Will that
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future holds. It puts that much more
of an emphasis on this whole notion of
public-private partnerships, sharing
equally in the risk and the rewards
associated with any given venture. I
think we’re going to see more of that as
we move forward.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE B3
slow it down and what will that do to the
“but for” analysis that everybody needs
to complete on that?
Ramsay: Troy, are you concerned with
the message that might send?
Nash: I have the honor and distinct
personal privilege of serving as vice
chair of the Tax Increment Financing
Commission of Kansas City. Where you
are along your community’s economic
development continuum is the crux of
the debate. No one wants to take money
away from the school district, the county
or the library. That’s a bad idea.
At the same time, developers need
to make a profit. In other words, this is
the bedrock of capitalism. The potential
for gain is why it works. In some areas
where the market is not naturally
responding to a need, you have to create
incentives for people to do things they
wouldn’t otherwise do.
The question then becomes where
do you incent? This becomes a political
debate and you have to go all the way
back to the founding of the country
and really talk about how capital has
historically flowed and how some
communities have been historically
disenfranchised. It gets back to some
of those very basic social issues that
serve as the micro foundations for the
macroeconomic application of these
incentives. It depends on where our
community is along its development
continuum, because some communities
need more incentives than others.
Take the city of Grandview, for
example. It attracted a $300 million
regional soccer project. Some incentives
were involved. This to me is a case study
in terms of how incentives should be
structured and how the debate should
be approached and subsequently
put into a project. I would call it the
Grandview Model, which is a more
reasonable pragmatic, balancing model
where you have solid elected and city
administrative leadership work with the
taxing jurisdictions on the front end to
get a better product on the back end.
Ramsay: You brought up the competition
within a city or a metropolitan area
between different communities and that
certainly comes up constantly in this
debate. But as you look at Kansas City
competing globally, is any discussion of
reining in of incentives harmful as we
compete with the top-tier cities around
here for jobs and businesses?
Nash: In the old days, it was Kansas
versus Missouri. It was Lexington
versus Richmond. That’s the old model.
That didn’t work. With the advent
of globalization, you now have cities
competing with Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur, the Guangzhou region in China,
the Shenzhen region in China and Siem
Reap in Cambodia.
In other words, when you had the
rise of the unions in the North, labor
went to the southern part of the United
States. Then they found cheaper wages
just south of the border. Now they found
even cheaper wages overseas, eroding
that manufacturing base that was the
bedrock of the Midwest economic base.
Now you have modern-day regional
economies that compete with entire
countries. Kansas City can’t compete
with China directly. It’s a statistical
impossibility. But if Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa and Nebraska played to their
individual and, subsequently, their
collective strengths, then you have
something to talk about. Together the
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region has a chance to compete.
Having traveled to nearly 40
countries, I’ve sat across the table from
these guys and gals. They are showing
the United States no mercy. So I don’t
care whether you’re a Republican or
Democrat, urban or rural. It doesn’t
matter. These folks are playing for keeps
and playing to win, and so we have to
compete as regions as opposed to just a
city.
Ramsay: Sarah, with all of the
uncertainty in the market, how would
you advise someone considering an exit
strategy?
Schiltz: You definitely need to plan
an exit strategy. You don’t just want
to go out and sell your property willynilly. First and foremost, you really need
to focus on structuring that potential
sale to meet that one-year holding
period to get the long-term capital gain
treatment. Second, always look at likekind exchanges. But as Larry Vohland
taught me, don’t always let the tax tail
wag the dog. You don’t want to exchange
into another property just for the sake of
saving a tax dollar.
Also, look at prepayment penalties on
loans. Can you do a loan assumption on
a potential sale to avoid those possible
penalties? You just need to plan, think
through things and run through what
your net cash is going to be after the sale
to make sure it makes sense for you.
Ramsay: Are you hearing clients starting
to pursue that or consider that a little bit
more?
Schiltz: I have done more likekind exchanges in 2016 than during
the rest of my entire career. People are
definitely planning and that’s because
the market’s great. There are lots of
different properties to exchange into
whereas if things aren’t going as well,
the abundance isn’t there. With proper
planning, there are other advantageous
methods to save on taxes.
Ramsay: 1031s are potentially on the
chopping block as we look at the
appetite for overall tax reform in
Washington, D.C. Troy, what other sort
of trends do you see coming out of D.C.?
What are you hearing from the new
administration that makes you excited
or makes you a little bit worried about
the commercial real estate industry?
Nash: I think that if you believe
in democracy and you believe in the

peaceful transfer of power, then Donald
Trump’s your president, and that’s my
line of reasoning. I believe in democracy
and the peaceful transfer of power. If
the president says he’s going to spend
billions of dollars on infrastructure, I
think that is a wonderful thing because
that benefits all of us.
If tax reform is implemented in
such a way that it spurs economic
development and growth across a broad
spectrum of groups in our country, I
think that’s good. On the other hand,
I think if most of the benefits are
structured in such a way that only the
people at the top benefit, I think that
is bad. Policies should not continue to
divide us. If more emphasis is given to
programs and policies that do not benefit
the working class, the underserved and
the economically deprived and rural
areas, I think that is bad.
Schiltz: We still have to balance
the budget. Trump has talked about
repealing basically a lot of credits that
developers use, such as new market tax
credits, low-income housing credits
and historical tax credits. Losing those
credits could have a significant negative
impact on developers in the area and
those are the developers who are
building houses for the underserved.
And there’s already not enough of lowincome housing, especially in Johnson
County. I think that could have a very
negative impact in Kansas City.
Garver: To me, your last two
questions are actually kind of tied
together. From just an economic
developer standpoint, the uncertainty
in the market during these times is a
major amount of risk. As your risk goes
up, developers are going to want higher
return.
I’m a true believer that what really
drives all of this is consumer confidence.
I think that needs to be the telltale sign
that we all watch. Consumer confidence
is not just how much excess I have to
spend or not spend. It’s my future and
what’s happening with the country. I
think those items are actually closely
related to this. Uncertainty is creating
additional risk, which creates a desire to
have a higher return. We need to watch
the consumer confidence side of this the
next couple of years.
Ramsay: Is there anything that we
haven’t covered that you want to make
sure readers understand?
Nash: None of us knows what the

Ramsay: What can the industry do to
encourage that?
Nash: A lot of this stuff is just all talk.
In other words, a president can do very
little to move the economy. It’s called
moral suasion. He could talk about it and
hope that people respond. But really, it
is the U.S. Congress that is the end-alland-be-all for tax policy. They control
the purse strings, and it’s the Federal
Reserve that sets the minimum fraction
of customer deposits and notes that each
commercial bank must hold as reserves
(rather than lend out). At the same time,
the regulators are saying to get it at the
front door, but hold on to the dollar at
the back door. Protect the consumer. But
banks are not going to make a risky loan,
which reduces people’s access to capital.
If I am a developer and I want to
mitigate risk, I’m going to look for
these incentives that we talked about
to help mitigate and reduce my risk.
The demand is going to remain. In fact,
I would argue that it could potentially
increase, making it that much more
difficult for developers to meet that
demand if these policies are restrictive.
If there are no credits, there’s no
incentive to do so. Market forces are
going to just skip over those markets or
you’re going to get products and services
that none of us would take advantage of.
Ramsay: Do your colleagues around the
country share these same concerns? Are
there markets that seem to be going
gangbusters regardless of changes
in policy or what may come from
Washington, D.C.?
Garver: Purely from a commercial
real estate standpoint, the entire country
is seeing a boom. What is happening
in Kansas City is not unique. We have
started to see some slowing down on the
East Coast and West Coast, which means
generally we will see it here, too. We
lag behind them a little bit. The level of
uncertainty on the East Coast and West
Coast might be a little higher than ours
at this time. I still have a strong belief
in what’s happening in Kansas City and
in commercial real estate specifically.
We do have a lot of longtime developers
and people in this town who keep their
money here and reinvest it here, and
they will continue to do so. If I sound
a little pessimistic, it’s more just the
uncertainty in the long term. But we
might walk right through this fairly well
in Kansas City.
Ramsay: Are you hearing the same thing
from your clients?
Schiltz: Yes, they are optimistic about
Kansas City. They are expanding into
other markets as well, but they’re not
going to cities like New York and L.A.
They’re going to markets similar to
Kansas City, and they’re seeing success
in those markets as well.
Ramsay: And the return in Kansas City
is strong enough to keep them?
Schiltz: They’re still committed to
stay in the Kansas City area, but they are
expanding at the same time.
Nash: I’ll quote my mentor Hugh
Zimmer who has been at this a while. He
says, “Keep plugging and always bet on
Kansas City.”

